Integrating Electrochemical Modeling
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Simulation settings:
• Consider the DFN model as the ground truth
• Use different current profiles for training and testing

The schematic diagrams of the two new hybrid physicsmachine learning models are:

Validation of the HYBRID-I and HYBRID-II models:

Lithium-ion batteries have found extensive use in many
industrial fields nowadays.
Battery management systems which are often based on
battery models are of critical importance to guarantee the
reliable and safe operations of the batteries. Therefore,
battery management systems has a strong need for accurate
and computationally efficient battery models.
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The full electrochemical battery
model, DFN model, contains
many PDEs and ODEs which
result in high computational cost.
The reduced order electrochemical model, single particle
model with thermal dynamics
(SPMT), is more computationally
efficient but is only accurate for current smaller than 1C.
Machine learning based modeling
extract black-box approximation
from data directly and has fixed
computational cost after it is
trained. Yet, it may produce
physically inconsistent results.
Motivation: We develop two new hybrid physics-machine
learning models which integrate the reduced order electrochemical model with a machine learning model. The
purposed models have high predictive accuracy under a
broad range of C-rates and good computational efficiency.

Test 2

HYBRID-II

The new models:
• Leverage neural networks to capture the terminal voltage
(HYBRID-I) or its residual (HYBRID-II).
• Inform the neural network of the battery’s ongoing
dynamics by feeding surface and bulk state-of-charge
(SoC) and temperature information.
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Conclusions

• Our purposed two hybrid models have high predictive accuracy under a broad range of C rates and good computational efficiency.
• The key to our hybrid model design lies in informing the machine learning model of the real-time state information of the electrochemical model.
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